
John Adams first established his reputation in 
the courtroom, not the political arena. As a young 
lawyer in the 1760s, his eloquence and intelligence 
gained him early notice, and he ultimately became 
one of Boston’s busiest attorneys. Adams’s early  
legal training shaped much of his political 
philosophy, and he firmly believed that the rule  
of law in a civil society must be immune to the 
clamors of public opinion.  

The Boston Massacre trial of 1770 put Adams’s belief 
in every citizen’s right to a fair trial to a difficult test.  
Although he knew that his reputation and legal 

practice would suffer greatly, Adams agreed to serve 
as defense attorney for the British troops accused 
of “massacring” five colonists during a skirmish 
one cold March evening. Drawing upon scores of 
volumes from his large law library, Adams shaped  
a powerful argument for every man’s right to  
self-defense and ultimately succeeded in winning 
the British soldiers’ freedom. Although he was later 
condemned by fellow colonists for his assistance 
to the Crown, Adams stood firm on principle and 
deemed his effort “one of the best Pieces of Service  
I ever rendered my Country.”

These two graphic depictions of the 
Boston Massacre were the work of famous 
silversmith and patriot Paul Revere.  
The simple hand-drawn sketch shows the 
British troops as small circles with gun 
barrels in front of the Custom House and 
represents one of the earliest forensic maps 
in American history. Revere’s vivid, hand-
colored engraving is one of the most famous 
images of the event, but very few of the 
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details in this dramatic rendering of  
the massacre can be substantiated from  
the available testimony and evidence.
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Three generations of Adams lawyers inscribed 
the title page of this famous work of English  
common law: John Adams in 1760, during his  
earliest years as attorney; son John Quincy during 
his years as minister plenipotentiary to Prussia; 
and grandson George Washington Adams,  
a future Massachusetts State Representative.

Trial of the Century

A Family Affair

I suffered very much for want  
of Books, which determined 
me to furnish myself, at any 
Sacrifice, with a proper Library: 
and accordingly by degrees  
I procured the best Library  
of Law in the State. 
 — Autobiography of John Adams

March 5, 1770, marked a watershed moment in 
America’s growing unrest and a major milestone 
in John Adams’s legal career. That evening, a  
local crowd converged on a small group of British 
soldiers in front of Boston’s Custom House.  
The townspeople pelted the redcoats with sticks, 
oyster shells, and snowballs, provoking the  
anxious soldiers to fire into the crowd, killing five 
colonists. Anger swelled among the Bostonians. 
Publications soon proclaimed the event the  
“Boston Massacre,” and a war of propaganda 
raged between indignant colonists and  
British loyalists.

These rare manuscript notes are among the  
few original artifacts to survive from the Boston  
Massacre Trial in late 1770. John Adams scrawled 
pages of these extremely detailed notes in  
his role as defense attorney during the Boston 
Massacre trial and noted important eyewitness 
testimony in his “Evidence of Commotions  
that Evening.”

The publication of William Blackstone’s  
Commentaries in 1765 marked a significant  

innovation in legal writing. Unlike its weighty 
English common law predecessors, Blackstone’s 
work was succinct, readable, and portable.  
Adams heavily referenced this four-volume work 
in 1770 during his preparation to defend the  
British soldiers in the Boston Massacre trial.

“[Self-defense] is a law we have taken  
and sucked in and imbibed from  
nature herself: a law which we were 
not taught, but to which we were 
made,—which we were not trained 
in, but which is ingrained in us.” 
— Cicero, Pro Milone

In the margins, John Adams has  
transcribed a passage from the  
Pro Milone, a murder case argued  
on the grounds of self-defense  
by ancient Roman jurist Cicero.  
The handwritten Latin annotation 
sits next Justice Blackstone’s  
contemporary rationale for the same 
point of law. Many of Adams’s  
most compelling legal arguments 
drew equally from both modern  
and historic sources. 

Precedent: Past and Present

Clients

 “Ice & Snow Balls thrown, Sticks  
 rattled upon their guns”…  
“Boys hove Pieces of Ice at Sentry  
 as big a your fist, hard and large  
 enough to hurt a Man.”




